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PROIZVOD: PABW-25  
PERSONALNA HIGIJENSKA STANICA - SISTEM  
 

 

NIŽE U ORIGINALU 
 

PABW-25 Personnel Hygiene Station 
The PABW-25 is an economic solution for hygienic entrance system. Guarantees optimal personnel hygiene 
from hand washing, hand drying, hand disinfection to sole cleaning and sole disinfection. All modules are 
sensor operated, easy to use and avoid cross-contamination.  
 
Hygienic Entrance with Hand Cleaning and Sole Sanitization 
Auto Soaping + Hand Washing + Hand Drying + Hand Disinfection 
Sole Cleaning + Sole Disinfection + Turnstile  
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With PABW-25 integrated hygiene station, employee can do sole cleaning and hand hygiene procedures 
(Hand washing and hand drying) at the same time, efficiently and time saving. As well, sole disinfection and 
hand disinfection are simultaneously. This hygiene station is ideal for areas where strict hygiene is needed.  
 

Features and Benefits:  
1 One stop finish personal hygiene programs.  
2 Simultaneous hand cleaning and sole sanitization, time saving.  
3 Considered design, ergonomic and hygienic.  
4 Industrial heavy duty.  
5 Left and Right version available.  
 

Hand Hygiene Modules  
6 Chambers are S/S304 fabricated, rounded corners and sloped bottom for water easy draining.  
7 Auto soaping system, smooth foam generate, 1L large soap storage capacity.  
8 Sensor operated water tap with bubbler, touchless operation for hand washing.  
9 Industrial heavy duty hand dryer, only need 10s to dry a pair of hands.  
10 Hand disinfection chamber with light.  
11 Stainless steel nozzles, state-of-the-art craft, good atomization of disinfectant.  
 

Sole Cleaning and Sanitizing  
12 Automatic active by sensors, brushes rotating time settable.  
13 Sensors in front pedestal for brushes auto active, sensors in rear pedestal for brushes stop rotate.  
14 Food grade brushes, durable and long lasting.  
15 Brushes auto humidified by water, sanitizer mixture or alternate.  
16 2 horizontal brushes for sole cleaning.  
17 Sole disinfection basin auto refresh, sanitizer auto dilution and mixture ration control.  
 

Turnstile and Access Control  
18 Turnstile will be released only after hands disinfection.  
19, I-CLEAN Controller with various protections such as chemical lacking, motor overload etc.  
20 I-CLEAN Controller enable user set sanitizer dose and dilution percentage, sanitizer auto sucking.  
21 Card reader, Face ID etc. monitoring system can be integrate into the I-CLEAN Controller.  
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